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High Performance Add-Ons

Exinda Network Orchestrator is designed to be
easy-to-use, all-in-one network optimization solutions
for mid-sized enterprises and educational institutions.
To provide next-generation network performance,
Exinda offers innovative value-added components that
give additional power, insight and scale needed for a
best-in-class user experience.

Highlights
• Centrally manage remote workers and multiple
Exinda deployments

• Prevent network outages during software
upgrade events

• Keep staff and students from accessing 			
inappropriate content

• Reduce WAN costs and deliver an optimal
end user experience

Exinda Mobile

Exinda Mobile is a software-only solution that helps
provide high-speed application access to any location
without having to install new hardware or reconﬁgure
your network. With Exinda Mobile, users across
geographic sites can work together productively in
real-time, without being delayed by slow responses
or data transfers.
The Exinda Mobile Server can be deployed to optimize
applications for an entire site leveraging your existing
infrastructure, or the Exinda Mobile PC client can be
deployed to optimize applications for an individual
remote worker at a home office.

Exinda Edge Cache

With Exinda Edge Cache, you can conserve valuable
network resources and prevent network disruption
during mass download events by enabling the singlesided caching of Internet-based content. When web
objects are downloaded, Edge Cache stores them at
the network’s edge so when subsequent requests
come in for the same data, it’s delivered from the
Exinda Edge Cache, rather than being re-downloaded
over the WAN. Encrypted HTTPS content is also
captured, improving user experience for cloud
applications, commercial websites and video sites
such as YouTube and Vimeo. Exinda Edge Cache easily
prevents network downtime, reduces bandwidth costs
and ensures an optimal user experience at all times.
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Exinda Central Management System
The Exinda Central Management System
is designed for enterprise network
environments looking to centrally manage
multi-box Exinda deployments. With secure
access via web browser, CMS helps IT
managers gain full visibility into network
usage and control over applications at any
WAN site. Available as both a hosted service
and a hardware appliance, CMS further
simplifies the task of installing, configuring,
monitoring and reporting via Exinda
Network Orchestrator.

The Right Appliance for Your Business For more detailed information or to speak with one of our product
specialists, call us at 1-877-438-4632 or email info@exinda.com.

ABOUT EXINDA
Exinda is a leading global supplier of WAN solutions that enables organizations to assure a predictable user experience for strategic business applications through
policy-based WAN orchestration. Exinda solutions intelligently allocate network bandwidth and optimize traffic based on the priorities of the business. The company
has helped more than 3,500 organizations in over 80 countries worldwide assure application performance, improve the end-user experience, contain recreational
applications and reduce network operating costs for the IT executive.
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